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"Why you!" Arthur was frustrated by how stubborn Yonas was and was about to say something else when Yuri hurried inside.

"It's fine, Dad! The Sun Pill can get martial artists in the SemiAlmighty State to the Almighty State. Right now, I'm only in the

Advanced Emperor State, so I don't need the Sun Pill right now. Since Mister Wolf has agreed to produce more Sun Pills for us, I

can wait. Just make sure you save one for me then," Yuri said with a smile.

He was outside the room earlier and overheard the conversation between Angus, Yonas, and Arthur, so he learned that there

was only one Sun Pill and decided to let Yonas have it instead.

The Almighty State was one of the milestones on the path of a martial artist and a majority of the older generation would stop at

the Semi-Almighty State. Since the Sun Pill could guarantee the rise to the Initial Almighty State from the Semi-Almighty State, it

would be best for Yuri to take the pill when he reached the Semi-Almighty State and there was no need to rush.

"Great! Uncle, you heard Yur- Cousin Yuri. He doesn't need the pill right now! Just give me the pill!" Overjoyed, Yonas started

demanding the pill again.

Arthur could not help but sigh at the sight.

Yuri had the benefit of his family in mind and was willing to compromise, whereas Yonas was far too selfish and had nothing in

mind apart from his gain.

With such a great difference in personality, Arthur was disappointed in his grandson.

"Um, alright, then! You can have this Sun Pill," Angus handed the pill out hesitantly.

He waited to leave the pill for Yuri, but since Yuri intended to wait and Yonas went as far as to argue with his senior to obtain the

pill, Angus could no longer refuse him out of consideration for the relationship between the first and second bloodline. Hence, he

changed his mind and decided to let Yonas have the Sun Pill.

"No! Yonas can't have the Sun Pill!" Arthur interfered.

"What? Why not?" Yonas's smile froze.

He did not expect his grandfather to stop him when Angus already agreed to hand him the last Sun Pill and was taken by shock.

"Why? This Sun Pill was obtained by your uncle. Mister Wolf only offered such a valuable pill to the Thompsons out of his

respect for your uncle! Right now, both your uncle and Yuri gave up on the Sun Pill, so how can you get past them and keep the

pill to yourself?" Arthur roared, feeling frustrated by how foolish Yonas was

He knew that Yonas always wanted to replace Yuri as heir and if Yonas obtained the Sun Pill ahead of others, his arrogance

would only escalate and he might cause trouble to the family.

Out of consideration for the greater good, Arthur would not allow such a thing to happen.
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